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From Hell Hawks! author Bob Dorr, Mission to Tokyo takes the reader on a World War II

strategic bombing mission from an airfield on the western Pacific island of Tinian to Tokyo and

back. Told in the veterans' words, Mission to Tokyo is a narrative of every aspect of long range

bombing, including pilots and other aircrew, groundcrew, and escort fighters that accompanied

the heavy bombers on their perilous mission. Several thousand men on the small Mariana

Islands of Guam, Saipan, and Tinian were trying to take the war to the Empire—Imperial Japan

—in B-29 Superfortresses flying at 28,000 feet, but the high-altitude bombing wasn't very

accurate. The decision was made to take the planes down to around 8,000 feet, even as low as

5,000 feet. Eliminating the long climb up would save fuel, and allow the aircraft to take heavier

bomb loads. The lower altitude would also increase accuracy substantially. The trade-off was

the increased danger of anti-aircraft fire. This was deemed worth the risk, and the devastation

brought to the industry and population of the capital city was catastrophic. Unfortunately for all

involved, the bombing did not bring on the quick surrender some had hoped for. That would

take six more months of bombing, culminating in the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and

Nagasaki. As with Mission to Berlin (Spring 2011), Mission to Tokyo focuses on a specific

mission from spring 1945 and provides a history of the strategic air war against Japan in

alternating chapters.
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SUPERFORTRESSCHAPTER 1Wake-UpMission to Tokyo March 9, 1945, 10:00 a.m.–4:45

p.m.MAJOR SAM P. BAKSHAS woke up that morning with the secrets in his head.Bakshas

was one of the men flying B-29 Superfortress bombers from three Pacific islands—Guam,

Saipan, and Tinian. A writer dubbed these men “the thousand kids.” There were actually

several thousand, and they were giving heart and soul to bombing the Japanese home islands

—what they called “the Empire”—with no success. They were dropping bombs from high

altitude and not hitting much. The precision daylight bombing that worked so well in Europe

was not working here, not at all. The air campaign against Japan was failing.Bakshas believed

the situation could be turned around.Bakshas was thirty-four. He was older and bigger than the

Superfortress crewmembers around him. He was six foot one and almost two hundred pounds.

He was from Fergus County, smack in the center of Montana, had courted his wife Aldora with

the gift of an airplane ride, and was piloting biplanes with the National Guard in the previous

decade. Today, Bakshas commanded the 93rd Bombardment Squadron, a component of the

19th Bombardment Group.He’d been sleeping on a cot with an air mattress inside a partitioned

Quonset hut. Awake now, on the day the secrets were unraveling around him as he prepared to

bomb Japan that night, Bakshas needed to take care of a routine chore.“I need a haircut,” he

said to a fellow officer.He was on the island of Guam (code name: Stevedore), the American

territory that had recently been wrested back from its Japanese occupiers. Guam was farther

south than Saipan and Tinian, and was the only island among the three considered to be fully

tropical, with palm trees, high mountains and great jungles full of towering mahogany trees.The

temperature was in the eighties with a constant parade of showers carried through by high

Pacific trade winds. Naval officer Lt. James N. Sussex, a medical officer on the seaplane tender

USS Bering Strait (AVP 34) who was destined to be very busy today, wrote home about Guam

after its liberation from the Japanese. “It rains nearly every day and the mud is thick,” Sussex

said in a letter composed on a military typewriter called an MC-88 that wrote only in capital

letters. “The Guam natives, called Chamorros, are glad to see the Americans. They were

treated to various forms of torture when their Japanese occupiers were here. If a Chamorro

picked up an American propaganda bulletin dropped from a plane he would be beheaded in

front of his family. Others lost arms and legs. Yet they are a friendly people, made gracious by

the warmth and the sun.”In Guam’s affable climate, many B-29 crewmembers had taken

scissors to their long khaki trousers to create frayed and sloppy-looking shorts. Not Bakshas.

Sammy Bakshas—always Sammy, never Sam—did not understand sloppy. Bakshas was

wearing long khakis and low quarters as he stepped through a series of tents until he found the

right one.Bakshas would be one tall guy among many in the plane he’d fly today. The B-29 was

named Tall in the Saddle because no one in its regular crew was less than six feet in height.

Bakshas was not a regular crewmember but would command Tall in the Saddle today,



relegating airplane commander Capt. Gordon L. Muster to copilot duty. Bakshas had come a

long way as a first-generation American, the son of Lithuanian immigrants who toiled the land

in Montana.“As a squadron commander, Bakshas knew things other crewmembers didn’t

know,” said a 19th group veteran. “By the time we got up that morning, a lot of us knew we

would be going to Tokyo that evening, but we didn’t yet know the two key secrets—that we’d be

attacking at low altitude and that we’d be told to leave our guns behind. Sammy knew we were

going to introduce a new kind of warfare on this date. The rest of us found out from gossip and

babble before our afternoon briefing and evening takeoff. If Sammy was going to help introduce

a new way of flying B-29 missions, I guess he wanted to look right.”“There was a wonderful

urgency and an exhilarating secrecy about the B-29 outfits in the Marianas,” wrote St. Clair

McKelway in a perspective. Even after others began learning the two key secrets—low level, no

guns—Bakshas kept them locked up, much like his buttoned-up expression, as the morning

unfolded.Bakshas found the tent marked “Blinn’s Clip Joint,” raised a flap, and stepped inside.

Private First Class Earl P. Blinn was cutting hair. Bakshas sat next to another airman on an

empty bomb crate, pulled out a letter from home—probably from his wife of eight years, Aldora,

who lived in Ridgefield, Montana, with their four-year-old son, Jerome—and started

reading.Blinn finished with a customer and said, “Next.” Others, deferring to Bakshas’s rank,

beckoned him to take the barber’s chair—a rebuilt ammunition box. Bakshas waved them off.

He got his haircut, but only after the men who’d been waiting ahead of him. It was 10:30 a.m.

Chamorro Standard Time, March 9, 1945.Also on Guam was a young 1st Lt. Robert “Bud”

McDonald, from Michigan, a lookalike for Hollywood personality Bert Parks. McDonald would

soon go into battle as an airplane commander, responsible for a bomber crew at the ripe age

of twenty-three, but today he wasn’t scheduled to fly. McDonald would later say that he was a

witness to history.It was the morning of the great firebomb mission to Tokyo. They would launch

in early evening and arrive over the Japanese capital in tomorrow’s early hours. It was the

mission for which XXI Bomber Command boss Maj. Gen. Curtis E. LeMay changed tactics in

hope of changing the war against Japan. It was the mission on which many B-29 Superfortress

crewmembers were certain LeMay was going to get them killed.Mature leaders like Sammy

Bakshas would take the B-29 crewmembers into battle. But while Bakshas was getting his hair

cut, some of the thousand kids on Guam, Saipan, and Tinian were writing what they feared

were their last letters home. Among them were Staff Sgt. Carl Barthold, a radio operator on

Saipan, and Staff Sgt. LeRoy “Trip” Triplett, a radar operator on Tinian.The Face of FearPaul

Didier, the right blister gunner on Carl Barthold’s bomber crew, was certain that none of them

would return from the Tokyo mission because of the shift to low altitude. Barthold observed

Didier engaged in frenetic activity in their Quonset on the island of Saipan (code name:

Tattersalls) just after they awakened in mid-morning.As for Saipan itself, it was “an attractive

island,” naval officer Sussex wrote. “It is not very tropical. It has a few palms but mostly the

usual type of temperate plants. Doves are common and other birds are just beginning to come

back after the scare they had last summer.” This was a reference to the furious battle for the

island, now finished. “The hills are rolling, some fairly high, with deep, fairly steep, shaded

valleys. The most striking topographical features of Saipan are two—the bluff at the north end,

over which the Jap remnants jumped last summer, and the lovely jewel of Magicienne Bay on

the east side of the island. The bay is too shallow for an anchorage and I’m almost glad. Its

loveliness is too rare to spoil with a fleet.”There was loveliness around Barthold’s Quonset that

morning, but no one was savoring the view. The men in the hut were the enlisted men who

would fly a plane called Star Duster today, and all of them thought Didier was overdoing it: the

gunner stuffed almost everything he owned into his B-4 bag, the multipocketed, fabric-covered



equivalent of a travel suitcase, and left all of his belongings tidily packed atop the center of his

cot. If he did not return to occupy the cot, others would know what to do with his personal

effects. “He said something about how he was looking at his stuff for the last time,” recalled

Barthold.“THE DISCRETE ELITE: EXCLUSIVE PERSONNEL” read an elaborate black sign

with gold lettering in front of Barthold’s Quonset hut near the ocean on Saipan. Barthold, a

radio operator with the 870th Bombardment Squadron, 497th Bombardment Group—a rail-thin,

twenty-one-year-old Missouri boy at five-ten and a lightweight 142 pounds—thought it amusing

that someone had posted the sign next to the vegetable garden the men were cultivating in

front of the Quonset. “The purpose of the sign was to tell everybody we weren’t afraid,” said

Barthold, “even though we were scared stiff.”Clad in underwear and clogs and carrying soap

and a towel, Barthold jogged back from the shower, a hundred yards uphill from his Quonset.

While outdoors he had a spectacular view of Aslito airfield, now renamed for Navy Commander

Robert H. Isely, who’d been killed almost a year earlier while strafing the place when it was in

Japanese hands. Isely’s name was spelled wrong when the name was bestowed and the

airfield was now named Isley Field. Its two 8,500-foot parallel runways were straddled by

parking spots for about a hundred aircraft, looking like giant silvery cigars with wings and

surrounded by men making preparations. While crewmembers like Barthold had been sleeping,

ground crews had bloated the Superfortresses with fuel and bombs and now the great

bombers basked and waited.“That guy worries me,” Barthold said aloud when he looked at the

B-4 atop the cot. He meant Didier. That’s how it would have looked if the gunner had gone to

heaven, but as far as Barthold knew he had only gone to chow.Two months earlier, Barthold

had had a bombardier die in his arms high over the Empire. On this mild morning, the secrets

were rapidly unraveling within Barthold’s bomb group. The night before, Barthold and the rest

of the crew of his B-29 Superfortress had gotten a casual heads-up from their airplane

commander, Capt. James M. Campbell. Like most airplane commanders, he had been told the

secrets—low level, no guns. While crewmembers learned about this in different ways on each

of the three islands and from one bomb group to another, Barthold and his crew now knew it

all, all the secrets that most hadn’t known twenty-four hours earlier: they would take off early

this evening, climb into the night, but not as much as usual, and they would assault Tokyo not

from the usual height of around 28,000 feet—from which their bombing hadn’t been especially

accurate—but at around 8,000. They were being told to leave guns, gunners, and ammunition

behind.Barthold shared the general concern that this might be a catastrophic mistake by the

big brass—meaning LeMay—that would get a lot of men killed. Unlike his right blister gunner,

however, Barthold believed he would survive this evening’s mission. Barthold walked out of the

Quonset on this warm, balmy morning in the Mariana Islands sucking in a soothing tropical

breeze that swept over Saipan. He talked briefly to a member of his B-29 crew.“That guy has

me spooked,” said the crewmember, referring to Didier’s packed B-4 bag. “Maybe we’re all

dead, just like he thinks.”“Well, I’m a little uncomfortable with this,” Barthold confessed.The

other man was a gunner. While LeMay had ordered airplane commanders to leave their guns

and gunners behind, Campbell had instructed the gunner to ignore the order, come on the

mission, and bring ammunition. “Some guys are more than uncomfortable,” said the gunner.

“This is going to be a very bad mission.”“I think this is going to be the mission we’ve heard all

the rumors about,” Barthold said to another airman.In fairness to Didier, it must be said that in

making preparations for his own death he was being prudent. Although his precautions

disturbed others, Didier was preparing not only to die but, first, to go out to his plane, climb

aboard, and do his job. In this narrative, other B-29 crewmembers will be encountered who

couldn’t do that because the fear made them dysfunctional. In two important ways the war in



the Pacific was different from the war fought by B-17 Flying Fortress crews in Europe. Crews

were less cohesive, with officers and enlisted men often worlds apart even when working

together aboard same aircraft. And incidences of fear, real fear strong enough to impair one’s

ability to function, were more common in the Pacific—perhaps because, in Europe, bomber

crews returned to civilization and comfort at the end of a mission. There were few comforts on

the Pacific Islands.The men had never liked Saipan, despite its semitropical charm. It was a

beautiful island where savagery had been commonplace during a bloody invasion by U.S.

Marines, an island transformed now into a B-29 Superfortress base by Seabees and combat

engineers. “We turned that place into a livable garden of sorts,” Barthold remembered, years

later. “I don’t know that we ever felt at home there.”Saipan, with its tall cliffs from which so many

Japanese flung themselves in suicide leaps while the Marines were securing the island, was a

place of raw beauty with deep blue, wave-capped ocean readily visible on all sides. It was a

place where Barthold never felt quite right. It was a place from which a B-29 Superfortress

could plummet down toward the sea after leaving the runway’s end, taking a pronounced dip

before gaining sufficient power to climb aloft—or, instead, go smashing into an ocean that

could crumple the big plane into pieces and swallow it up.It was 11:30 a.m., Chamorro

Standard Time, March 9, 1945, still hours before the planned afternoon briefing of his bomb

group, and Saipan was the place from which Carl Barthold and his B-29 would attack the

Japanese Empire tonight, if they could take off without going into the drink and if they could fly

to the Japanese Empire’s home islands without crashing or being shot down. At the moment,

Barthold’s expectations were more prosaic: before the briefing, he was going to catch some

chow and check over his radios. He was uneasy, but believed he was in control of

himself.Trepidation on TinianThe noon meal proffered by mess sergeant Sgt. Jim Thompson

consisted of fried Spam. Having eaten more of it than he may have needed, LeRoy “Trip”

Triplett stepped out of the mess hall into the glaring sun and pulled the bill of his cap a few

degrees lower over his peeling nose. A hundred yards to Triplett’s right and two hundred feet

down the jungle-covered cliffs, the Pacific Ocean rolled westward until it merged with the pale,

heat-hazy sky. Out there somewhere, Triplett thought, lay the Philippines and the China coast.

Across the chalky white, coral-covered road in front of him, his squadron’s Quonset huts

squatted shimmering in the sun. The huts were corrugated tin shells shaped like loaves of

bread.This was Tinian (code name: Tearaway)—thirty-eight square miles of coral rock, dust,

jungle, and cane fields, crowded with B-29 hardstands, Quonset huts, and docks. Tinian was a

little green flat slab formed by prehistoric volcanoes and dead coral animals. It lay 125 miles

northeast of Guam and just 3 miles southwest of Saipan with its clearly visible harbor of ships

and its high mountains. Tinian boasted two airfields, including North Field with its three

crushed-coral runways 8,500-feet long and 200-feet wide running parallel, with a fourth soon to

be added and with parking revetments for 265 Superfortresses between the runways, making it

the largest and busiest airport in the world.It was 12:30 p.m. Chamorro Standard Time, March

9, 1945. Triplett—who later in life would shorten his first name to Le—was a radar navigator on

a B-29 Superfortress of the 421st Bombardment Squadron, 504th Bombardment Group.

Triplett and his buddies had been flying out of Guam, Saipan, and Tinian for several months,

carrying the war to the Japanese homeland with what Triplett believed were imperfect results.

Others wondered if there was any success at all in the troubled journey B-29s and their crews

had made to the western Pacific. Just as they were trained to do, they were bombing from high

altitude in daylight, but their bombs were often ineffectual. “We weren’t hitting anything,” Triplett

remembered later. Aborts were common because engines overheated in the process of

climbing to altitude. As Triplett viewed it, bad weather over Japan, poor target maps, too few



planes, and formidable Japanese opposition were “creating a situation where precision

bombing from altitude just wasn’t working.”Triplett was an Oklahoma farm boy with Cherokee

heritage who’d played shortstop and third base in high school. With his parents’ permission,

he’d become an aviation cadet at age seventeen. Now, Triplett was fully nineteen years of

age.In an unpublished memoir, Triplett wrote, “Up the hill to my left, nestled under some

pawpaw trees was the squadron shack and the bulletin board. Might as well get the latest poop

from group, I mused to myself and set a course in that direction.“As I approached the board,

questioning murmurs from the knot of men clustering around told me that something hot was

on the griddle. I considered the various possibilities. It was the wrong time of the month for

promotions to be posted. We hadn’t been overseas long enough to even think of leave. USO

shows never created a stir. Maybe it was another order like the one that forbade us to cut our

suntans off at the knees, or the one that ordered all GIs to steer clear of the Navy nurses’

beach area, or the one that ordered all nudes painted on our planes to be removed or properly

clothed.“Elbowing nearer the board, I quickly scanned the brief notice. ‘All airplane

commanders, pilots, navigators, bombardiers, radio operators, radar operators, right and left

gunners will report for briefing at 1600 hours.’ That was all. It was an odd time of day for

briefing. More odd was the fact that command gunners and tail gunners had been omitted from

the order.”Percy Usher Tucker CrewAlso on Tinian, but at a different location south of the

parallel runways on North Field, flight engineer-pilot 1st Lt. George “Laddie” Wale—on his birth

certificate, it read Elmer G. Wale—was making his own preparations for a mission that would

begin in early evening. Others on his B-29 (named Lady Annabelle) called Wale a “patrician,”

or, as one put it, “a college professor in uniform.” In civilian life Wale was neither an aristocrat

nor an academic; he simply had a look of propriety about him.In casual banter at their wing

intelligence shop, Wale and Lady Annabelle’s airplane commander, Capt. Percy Usher Tucker,

had learned most of the secrets, which were now making the rounds on the Tinian. “We’re

supposed to leave guns and ammunition behind,” Tucker repeated, as if a crazy person had

imparted this tidbit of information to him. It struck Laddie Wale that, in repeating the obvious,

Tucker had just uttered one of the longest sentences of his life.Tucker and his crew belonged to

the 40th Bombardment Squadron, 6th Bombardment Group on Tinian. Like Bakshas, Tucker

was six foot one, although in photos, which show him with a mustache and a grin, he looks

smaller. He absolutely hated the name Percy and sometimes envied the first name given his

brother Lee, who was a cavalry officer in the Army. He was not the kind of man who begged,

but he begged people not to call him Percy. The officers in the front of his aircraft—bombardier

Flight Officer Joseph Krogman, pilot 1st Lt. John T. “Gummy” Kearney, navigator 1st Lt. Edwin

J. Koniusky, and engineer Wale—all addressed him as “Tuck” when enlisted men weren’t

listening and the conversation wasn’t too serious. Tucker was often jovial, but when things were

serious he left no doubt that he was in charge.The men of Tucker’s crew respected him. His

fellow officers in the crew were friendly. Tuck didn’t talk much about stuff that didn’t matter (his

own daughter never learned from him that he hated cats), but he really was very much in

charge. One acquaintance called him both terse and “exquisitely restrained.” He was a man of

few words. A typical crew spent days or weeks haggling over a name for its B-29. Not Tucker’s.

They were assigned a bomber and Tucker told everyone it would be named Lady Annabelle.

(The source of the name was Tucker’s wife, the former Annabelle Jossman.) “There will be no

further discussion,” Tucker said, a favorite expression.There wasn’t going to be much

discussion about today’s order either. But there was a little, and tail gunner Staff Sgt. Joe

Majeski was listening in. Tucker used few words but he sometimes repeated himself.“I’m not

leaving guns behind,” said Tucker.“I’m not sure what General LeMay is thinking,” said Wale.“I’m



not leaving guns behind.”“He says we’re supposed to.”“Actually, the order says something

about leaving the ammunition behind.”“Well?”“It ain’t his ass,” said Tucker. “It’s our ass.”Wale

later wrote in his journal—the rules forbade a diary but not a journal, which amounted to the

same thing—that he’d never seen Tucker so talkative. Majeski later said the same thing. Wale

didn’t know it yet, but among the thousand kids manning B-29s at Guam, Saipan and Tinian,

many were reacting just as he and Tucker were. The history books would later report that guns

and ammunition were left at home for today’s mission. It was only partly true. In some crew

manifests, gunners’ names were missing but the men and their weapons were not. Tucker’s

group commander believed, as Tucker did, that if you were going against the heavily defended

capital of an Axis enemy, you had damn well better go armed.Krogman, the bombardier on

Tucker’s Lady Annabelle, customarily radiated good cheer, as inseparable from his Remsen,

Iowa, farm upbringing as his habit of cussing up a storm. He was a ladies’ man. His best friend

from back home, 2nd Lt. Richard Treinen, who was in pilot training, had sent him a handwritten

letter in which he wrote about Joe “making out with the women.” “He liked women and they

liked him,” a family member said. Joe Krogman’s voice was a very deep bass with a little nasal.

He was sturdy, with great upper-body strength. Treinen seemed to view him as some sort of

superman with the opposite gender, while his crewmates saw him as a virtuoso with the

Norden bombsight.The good cheer was missing now. On the same day he received Treinen’s

letter, Krogman received news of Treinen’s death in an air crash in Oregon. Because Krogman

was already overseas, an officer who didn’t know Treinen escorted his remains back to

Remsen.Krogman had difficulty with the concept of death. “He told me that his way of coping

with the ongoing threat of death was to already think of himself as a dead man,” said a family

member. “I think he shared that with many of his fellow fliers. I also think that this played a large

part in their off-duty actions, including heavy drinking. When sober, he was a fun loving,

easygoing individual who made friends easily and granted favors readily. However . . . with a

few drinks under his belt he would be a surly drunk with a hair-trigger temper.”Today, preparing

to bomb Tokyo, Krogman was as sober as a stone. And he was unduly serious. Wale

remembered him uttering two words, referring to today’s changed tactics:“We’re dead,”

Krogman said.The Fling CrewAlso at North Field, Tinian, but in a different group—the 9th

Bombardment Group—normally cordial airplane commander Capt. Dean Fling had a little of

the stern, all-business bearing of Tucker. Fling was uncharacteristically abrupt with

crewmembers of his B-29, named God’s Will.“No guns,” said Fling.“No guns?” someone said.

“This cannot be right.”“It is.”Listening intently, left blister gunner Sgt. William J. “Reb” Carter

(usually addressed by buddies using the short form for “Rebel”) had good reason to ponder the

circuitous path he’d followed from urban Atlanta to this tropical paradise that wasn’t a paradise.

Carter, twenty-one, had once briefly worked to become a pilot but had been halted in his tracks

by the odd situation that prevailed the previous autumn, when the Army found itself with too

many of them. Carter had been a local yo-yo champion back home before getting into all this. A

tall, toothy, eager Georgia boy delivered at birth by a doctor who arrived at his house via horse

and buggy, Carter been born with no sense of smell. Now he wondered if he’d also been born

with no sense of hearing. “We can’t have escort fighters to protect us at night,” Carter thought.

Despite his disability, he smelled trouble.Not everybody in LeMay’s command was going to

heed today’s battle order, but the Fling crew in God’s Will was going to follow it to the letter. “It

looks like we’re going to Tokyo unarmed,” Carter said. “I hope the big brass know something we

don’t.”Target for TonightTokyo (code name: Meetinghouse) was more than people, houses of

wood and paper, and an objective in LeMay’s crosshairs: it was Japan’s largest city.Tokyo is

built along the edge of a big, gently curving bay. The city’s two important rivers, the Sumida



and the Arakawa, come almost to a point northeast of the Imperial Palace and bend apart as

they wind down to the bay. The congested lowland between these rivers is shaped like a squat

arrowhead. Crisscrossed by a network of canals, the crowded Japanese capital in 1945 had

overgrown the site of the original Tokyo, the nucleus of Japan’s population. The previous year,

two governments, those of Tokyo Prefecture and Tokyo City, had merged to form Tokyo

Metropolis or Tokyo-to.Tokyo was a legitimate military target. It was the center of Japanese life.

For symbolic reasons, the Americans planned not to bomb the Imperial Palace where Hirohito

held court, but the rest of the city was fair game with its military assembly plants and vehicle

factories. Moreover, it was home to a cottage industry in which tens of thousands of Japanese

families manufactured small parts for the military. The wood and paper houses that would fall

beneath LeMay’s firebombs were also factories.About six million people lived in Tokyo on the

eve of the B-29 Superfortress bombing campaign that would kill many inhabitants, send many

more fleeing to the countryside, and reduce the city’s population by fully half. Rather

astonishingly, the city had only a token fire department and almost no civil dense or shelter

infrastructure. LeMay was very much mindful of Tokyo’s closely packed wooden homes and

buildings. It was a city of wood and paper, of fragile houses with sliding shoji screens, floored

wooden roka, or passageways, and fusuma, or partitions of wood and paper. It was no

accident that the Americans were coming to Tokyo with fire.On tonight’s bombing mission, the

primary weapons, E-46 chemical incendiary bombs, would rain down on Japan like giant

firecrackers. They came in bunches of forty-seven small bomblets called M69s—the more

widely recognized term—strapped together inside a metal cylinder that was fused to break

open at 2,000 feet or 2,500 feet, depending on bombing altitude, and scatter the individual

bombs. Three to five seconds after the big firecrackers hit, they would go off. An explosive

charge would violently eject a sack full of gel that would burn intensely. The sack held the gel in

one spot, thereby igniting a hotter fire. Other weapons that would be employed today were the

E-28 incendiary cluster bomb and the M47, a petroleum-based bomb that would be carried by

the lead B-29s—including the one piloted by the in-air commander of the mission, Brig. Gen.

Thomas Power—and would penetrate buildings and scatter gel in all directions to burn out the

insides.Bakshas on Guam, Barthold on Saipan, and Triplett on Tinian had not yet reached their

B-29 Superfortresses. The afternoon had begun and soon there would be briefings, and then

preparations for flight. Meanwhile, ground crews were just about finished preparing the

bombers for the mission. Flight engineer Laddie Wale went out to the hardstand to take an

early look at Lady Annabelle. It was 1:00 p.m. Chamorro Standard Time, March 9, 1945.Some

B-29s were going to Tokyo with guns and gunners, whether LeMay liked it or not. Lady

Annabelle stood on the concrete surface of its revetment between parallel runways at Tinian,

fueled, bombed, and loaded with ammunition. Its guns were stowed off the horizontal, the

signal that they were loaded and hot. The .50-caliber ammunition belts were each twenty-

seven feet in length, according to lore the source of the term “the whole nine yards.”Wale

paced around the Lady Annabelle, making a superficial look for any exterior sign of damage or

difficulty. He was overreacting, he told himself. Nothing was wrong. The crew chief and the rest

of the ground crew simply wouldn’t allow anything to be wrong. The plane wouldn’t fail on them.

It wouldn’t dare. “Get me home,” Wale said to the B-29.“It was my job to be at the plane first

and to make everything work,” Wale explained. A B-29 flight engineer had more responsibility

than engineers on other types of aircraft. The instruments and flight controls, when all was said

and done, belonged to him. If Wale didn’t do his job right, it wouldn’t matter what the pilots

did.So it was time for a second inspection, this time closer up. Slowly, studiously, with ground

crew watching him, Wale inspected the entire B-29, beginning at the nose wheel, examining



the wheels, tires, struts, wheel well, and all visible wring and tubing. He walked beneath the

right wing and inspected the number three and four engines, their cowlings, nacelles, propeller

blades, and hubs. Wale did not see any damage. The guys on the ground kept this ship in fine

working condition—and clean.Wale scrutinized the trailing edge of the wing, the flight surfaces

and landing flaps, and the wing lines that ran along the back of the wing spar. He liked the way

this work distracted him from worries about tonight and whether he would have a tomorrow. “It

was comforting to do the preflight check,” he said. At the main landing gear, Wale examined the

wheels, tires, brakes, and all the tubing and fittings in the wheel well. Next, he looked into the

aft bomb bay (where the canisters of fire were neatly packed inside bomb shapes) and the

right aft fuselage, sighting blisters, aft entry door, stabilizers, rudder, elevators, tailskid, tail

gunner’s hatch, and the tail navigation light.Wale discovered no flaws, no scratches, no dirt.

Lady Annabelle was primed for the journey awaiting her this evening. He was overreacting, he

repeated to himself, no question about it. He repeated his right-side inspection on the left side,

but Wale knew he wouldn’t find anything. He turned his back to the B-29 and hitched a ride on

a truck that would take him back to group headquarters. He didn’t want to miss this afternoon’s

briefing.In the terminology of Field Order No. 43, issued at 8:00 a.m. on March 8, 1945, by XXI

Bomber Command, Tokyo’s city center was “the urban area of Meetinghouse”—a code word

that was more of a convenience than an attempt to disguise the identity of the target. In the

written order, the geographical coordinates—3541N-13948E—followed the term

“Meetinghouse.”This was the order Sammy Bakshas knew about when he woke up. It was the

order whose contents were already known to many B-29 crewmembers, but only became

known to Gordon Muster, Carl Barthold, and Trip Triplett as this morning of March 9

progressed.This was the order that tasked men like Bakshas on Guam (in the 314th Bomb

Wing) to attack at 5,000–5,800 feet, men like Triplett and Carter on Tinian (313th Bomb Wing)

to also strike at 5,000–5,800 feet, and those like Barthold on Saipan (73rd Bomb Wing) to

bomb at 7,000–7,800 feet. Nothing like this had ever been done before. No armada of

warplanes had ever been launched in such numbers without flying in formation. No American

heavy bomber had ever flown so low on a mission against a major target. No bomber crews

had ever before been dispatched into battle using methods that were totally untried and

untested. Historian William Wolf wrote that the advantages offered by a low-level attack were:1)

The elimination of flying formation and climbing to very high altitude, which consumed large

volumes of fuel, meant that bomb loads could be greatly increased.2) There were fewer aborts

and other losses when flying at lower altitude, as the engines endured less stress and strain,

and consequently there were more effective aircraft over the target for each mission.3)

Although the low altitude missions involved the increased risk of heavier [antiaircraft] fire, it was

felt that the advantages of surprise and the weak enemy night fighter strength would outweigh

this disadvantage.The order to attack “Meetinghouse” included Paragraph 3x4: “No ammunition

will be carried.” Low altitude and no ammunition: it had never been tried before. Many airplane

commanders on Guam, Saipan, and Tinian, like Tucker, decided to ignore this order.The first

bombing of Tokyo, the Doolittle Raid of April 18, 1942, by carrier-launched B-25 Mitchells, was

more symbolic than destructive. Following a long gap and using high-altitude precision

bombing techniques that had worked well in Europe but were not working at all here, B-29s

had struck Tokyo on February 18, February 25, and March 4, 1945. These missions had done

little to alter the size or shape of Tokyo or to interrupt the bustle of life in the city. Partly because

of the jetstream (the furious winds high over Japan), partly because of weather, and partly

because of mechanical issues, the Americans weren’t hitting their targets. “We might as well fly

around in circles,” said one bombardier. B-29 crews desperately needed to do something



differently but hardly anyone believed LeMay had the answer. “When you’re going into the

valley of the shadow of death,” said flight engineer Wale, “you want more than change for the

sake of change.”“I don’t like this,” Laddie Wale said to someone in the Tucker crew when he

rejoined them. It was 4:45 p.m. Chamorro Standard Time, March 9, 1945.“I don’t like this at

all.”CHAPTER 2StartingAmerican Bombers against Japan, December 7, 1941–February 18,

1943MOST OF THE AMERICANS who flew B-29 Superfortresses against the Japanese home

islands were young in years, but matured by experience.Many were still boys and hadn’t ever

set foot inside an airplane when Japan attacked the United States on December 7, 1941.

Some had never even seen an airplane. When they learned about the surprise attack that

brought them into the war, some of them did not know where Pearl Harbor was. They were “the

thousand kids” in the apt phrase of St. Clair McKelway, but they grew up fast. Like their elders—

men like Sam P. Bakshas, who was already a mature officer when the United States was drawn

into the war—the kids had to adjust quickly and grow rapidly.Carl Barthold, age eighteen, the

rail-thin Missouri boy who later became a radio operator, went to an ROTC dance at the St.

Louis Armory on Saturday, December 6. A freshman at Washington University, Barthold was

up to date on his schoolwork and could afford to sleep in on Sunday morning. That afternoon,

Barthold drove his father’s year-old Chevrolet to church for a meeting of the Epworth League,

also called the Methodist Youth Fellowship. “I was on my way to church,” Barthold said. “I came

up to a stop sign. A guy was hawking papers: EXTRA! EXTRA! PEARL HARBOR BOMBED. I

wasn’t sure what that meant but I bought a paper.”At the Salem United Methodist Church on

King’s Highway and Cote Brilliant, Barthold unfolded the paper in a small meeting room

surrounded by other young people. Barthold was considered good-looking by the girls, but was

never certain whether their attentions were lured by his handsome features or by his access to

an automobile. One of his friends was a Roosevelt High School cheerleader, Jenny Grant. Not

yet fully aware of the significance of the news report—no one in the room owned a radio—

Barthold said, “This is about a naval base in the Pacific.”Carl passed the newspaper around.

Each looked at it in turn. Jenny’s hand went up to her mouth. She uttered a couple of words. It

might have been, “Oh, my God!”Barthold would remember the expression on her face for the

rest of his life. “Jenny?” he said. And again: “Jenny?”“My brother is in the Navy. He’s on the

battleship Arizona. It says here they bombed the Arizona.”She knew. Her eyes, her face, and

her expression—she knew. It would be a couple of weeks before she and her family would

have official confirmation, but in that late afternoon get-together in St. Louis on December 7,

1941, Jenny Grant was already certain.Seaman 3rd Class Lawrence Everett Grant from

Missouri was one of the 1,177 sailors aboard the USS Arizona (BB 39) who died when a

Japanese bomb sent the warship to the bottom of the harbor. The ship accounted for almost

half of the 2,402 Americans killed by Japanese carrier planes on what President Franklin D.

Roosevelt called “a date which will live in infamy.”For Carl Barthold, the date was a new

beginning. He was thin and lightweight, but there was a power behind his expression now: he

was mad as hell. Like so many other Americans, Barthold hoped he could get into the fight that

beckoned to his countrymen. “I want to be there when this ends,” he told his friends.Milburn P.

Sanders would one day be a young sailor aboard a seaplane tender tasked with rescuing B-29

crewmembers during a great Tokyo firebomb mission. A 1940 graduate of Herndon High

School in Virginia, near the nation’s capital, Sanders was a clerk in the Navy’s Bureau of Ships

in Washington. He wrote the following:On December 7, 1941, one brother took me with him to

the country and we rode around the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains in his 1932 Plymouth

couple, and then returned to Washington at the end of the day. Since his car did not have a

radio, we were unaware of the attack on Pearl Harbor. We were surprised to find an Army



command car, armed with a machine gun, Guarding Key Bridge [which crossed the Potomac

River into Washington]. Then we got the news. Subsequently, Pearl Harbor created work for

me. I mailed the reports of damage to ships in the Pearl Harbor attack to the naval

shipyards.On December 7, 1941, Trip Triplett, a future B-29 radar operator on Tinian, was a

sophomore in high school and living just nine miles east of Holdenville, Oklahoma (population

6,000)—“with an old country church on one corner and a filling station on the other.” Said

Triplett: “After church, some of us boys would go over to the store and play checkers and

dominos and listen to the radio. We got the news. I remember the sun shining on the corn

stalks across the way on the field. It was a sunny afternoon. We knew we were in for it then. We

didn’t have a clue where Pearl Harbor was, but we absolutely knew this meant war with Japan.

On Monday in the school gymnasium we listened to Roosevelt’s address. I felt a mixture of

emotions—anger, dread. I figured we’d end up in the middle of it.”In a two story, all-brick house

elevated on a hill and looking down at a residential, middle-class Atlanta neighborhood from a

huge bay window, Reb Carter listened to the radio. Carter would become the left blister gunner

on God’s Will, commanded by Dean Fling, but on this day Carter was best known as the local

whiz in yo-yo competitions. Carter was in the eleventh grade and had just turned eighteen, a

little old for his level in high school and ten months older than a distant relative—Jimmy, living

down southwest in Plains—who would one day become president. Right now, the president

was named Roosevelt, and like Triplett, Carter would be hearing his voice the next day,

Monday.On this Sunday afternoon, Carter was listening to the family’s favorite afternoon radio

show, Top Tunes on Atlanta station WATL, with his parents, William and Anne, and his fourteen-

year-old brother Pete. Carter was consuming the last of the cake from his birthday party four

days earlier. The cake’s vanilla icing was a special favorite of his.A few minutes after 2:30 p.m.

Eastern Standard Time, a Mutual Broadcasting System bulletin interrupted Top Tunes. The

news was about a place called Pearl Harbor, and the words were going to change the Carter

family’s world. “Turn the sound up,” Carter’s mother said.“This is an outrage,” said his father.

Carter looked at his dad, who was an accountant, and saw a furrow in his brow, his face

flushed with anger. There was no accounting for what they were hearing. “The Japanese have

attacked us and we are going to be in some kind of war,” the older man said. He gave his sons

a special look. They were a loving family. “I’m glad this thing won’t last long enough for either of

you to be in it.”Romance in the AirWhen the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, Sammy and

Aldora Bakshas and their ten-month-old infant, Jerry, were living in a trailer in Ridgefield,

Washington, but were visiting her parents’ house in Scappoose. Aldora’s parents were happy

that their daughter, a teacher, had married this handsome and dashing pilot. But even they

didn’t know all the details of the couple’s touching love story.Sam Bakshas grew to be a

strapping young man on his father’s farm in Kendal, a small community in Montana. The family

raised small animals and his father worked in coal mines in the area. Sam left high school to

make money to pursue his love of flying. He began taking lessons when he turned eighteen on

October 8, 1928.After teaching flying in Alaska, Bakshas returned and went to work welding a

center slab of iron in the Fort Peck Dam in northeastern Montana. There he met Earl A. Wood,

another welder, and they became fast friends. Both had great senses of humor and enjoyed

writing back and forth to one another. They discussed politics, and both were great kidders and

enjoyed the usual antics of two single young men. Sammy liked to listen to Big Band music, but

he didn’t like to dance. He was a thirty-second-degree Mason and was liked by everyone. Many

people referred to him as “a fine man.”Sam took Earl in his small plane to see his family. On the

return flight, they encountered a very bad storm in the mountains. The turbulence caused the

small plane to lose altitude and they crashed. Earl was sitting behind the pilot’s seat and was



unhurt. Sam, sitting in the front seat, received a broken wrist. The plane was demolished, but

they both walked away from the crash.One day in the mid-1930s, amid the Great Depression, a

girlfriend of schoolteacher Anna Aldora Wood, Earl’s sister, was bubbly with excitement. The

friend planned to catch an automobile a ride out to a nearby farm and meet a pilot who had

offered her a plane ride. The girls in the region knew this pilot, Sammy, and thought he cut a

dashing figure with his leather jacket, scarf, and helmet. Aldora knew of him from her brother.

She’d never actually seen him, but she wanted to.Aldora created a distraction to divert the

girlfriend and reached the farmer’s field first. She became the woman to whom Sammy gave

the ride. “I hadn’t been in a plane before,” Aldora remembered. Sammy piloted Douglas O-38

observation planes in the military and flew a variety of Stinsons, Stearmans, and Wacos in

civilian life. Soon after meeting Aldora, he acquired a canvas-covered, high-wing Taylorcraft, a

close cousin of the Piper Cub, and began giving Aldora rides in it. He clearly loved to fly, and

Aldora thought he was “a fine-looking young man who could be serious but was gifted with a

happy disposition.”They were married in Glendive, Montana, on May 8, 1938, and settled down

in Fort Peck after a three-day honeymoon. Their new home had a living room, a dresser, and a

bedroom. Aldora cooked, and even baked, out of doors.“I was teaching school when I met him,”

Aldora said. “He was training people to fly. He was in the service and soon we were traveling

around the country. He was a wonderful person.”Traveling between Sammy’s base and his in-

laws’ home, Sammy and Aldora often used the Narrows Bridge at Tacoma, better known as

“Galloping Gertie.” Sammy remarked at how much the bridge seemed to sway in the wind. The

bridge was very familiar to them, but fortunately they weren’t around on November 7, 1940,

when, in one of the most spectacular accidents in the region up to that time, Galloping Gertie

shook herself apart and collapsed in pieces. Sammy and Aldora saw the extraordinary film

footage in a movie newsreel soon after.At his in-laws’ house on December 7, 1941, Sammy

Bakshas listened to the radio intently. In many American households on that Sunday, “Pearl

Harbor” was a new and unfamiliar term, but in this house the handsome lieutenant, the

schoolteacher, and her parents all knew that the United States fleet was moored at the huge

naval base on the American territory in the far Pacific. All recognized instantly that the United

States was at war. Sammy borrowed the in-laws’ phone to call his military outfit, the 116th

Observation Squadron at Felts Field near Spokane, 293 miles away. It was a long-distance call,

a cumbersome process, but Sammy got through. “We were notified to get back home and

report for duty,” Aldora said.The United States declared war on Japan following President

Franklin D. Roosevelt’s December 8, 1941, speech. Germany broke diplomatic relations and

declared war on the United States on December 11. The United States responded in kind later

that day.While Americans were experiencing defeat at Pearl Harbor, in the Philippines, and in

Java—where a handful of U.S. four-engined bombers were hopelessly outnumbered—the

Army Air Forces (AAF) arrived in England in early 1942. On a very modest scale, the military

outfit that would become the Eighth Air Force began tentative bombing missions to targets in

occupied France. Americans believed in the big, four-engined heavy bomber, and now they

were out to prove that airpower could be a decisive force in battle.The Doolittle RaidTo retaliate

for Pearl Harbor, the United States planned an extraordinary assault on the Japanese home

islands to be mounted by Army medium bombers launched from a Navy aircraft carrier. The

most experienced pilot in the United States, Lt. Col. James H. “Jimmy” Doolittle, formed the

medium bomber strike force, trained the men, and readied a batch of B-25 Mitchell medium

bombers. The war’s first mission to Tokyo was flown not by the B-29 Superfortress—which, so

far, hadn’t even achieved its maiden flight—but by B-25s.Twenty-five Mitchells were modified

for the mission. Of these, twenty-two made it to the West Coast, where Doolittle’s hand-picked



raider force went aboard the aircraft carrier USS Hornet (CV 8) at Alameda, California. As

planned in advance, Doolittle trimmed the force by six aircraft and crews. This meant that thirty

men made it all the way to the finish line without participating in the raid.One of these was 2nd

Lt. Samuel N. Slater, a navigator. Like so many Americans, Slater wanted to strike back at the

Japanese. Slater did not get his chance this time, but a another opportunity was in the cards

for him.On April 18, 1942, on the noisy wooden deck of the Hornet, Joe Evon was one of the

nervous sailors watching as sixteen twin-engined Mitchells, each with a five-man crew,

prepared to launch from a spot in the ocean where the only other naval forces in the region

were Japanese.“There was a lot of scrambling around,” said Evon, an SBD Dauntless gunner

whose own aircraft was stowed below decks. “I can’t say they were hasty or frantic, but they

were moving quickly. As we watched them prepare to get into the air, we all felt that they had

know what they were doing, or we wouldn’t be out here in enemy waters.” Evon, wearing

ordinary sailor attire and goggles, is barely visible in a photo taken from Vultures’ Row, the spot

on the island of the carrier that looked down at the bombers. Evon did not know that a

Japanese picket boat had spotted Hornet, and that the bombers were launching 170 nautical

miles farther from the Japanese home islands than planned.A superbly skilled pilot and

engineer who was thought to have little chance for promotion because of his status as a

reserve officer, the short, personable Doolittle was the driving force behind the raid. President

Franklin D. Roosevelt picked Doolittle over more senior officers and Doolittle assembled his

force—the Doolittle Raiders—at Eglin Army Air Field in the Florida panhandle. Doolittle proved

that the powerful B-25 could take off in less than five hundred feet.At first, some of the Doolittle

Raiders did not know why they were practicing short takeoffs. Slater, the navigator who was

later cut at the last minute, was one of these. But the purpose was fairly obvious, and the

Doolittle Raiders, without actually being told, soon understood that they were practicing to fly

takeoff from a carrier deck. No aircraft the size of a Mitchell had done so before. No one was

certain it could be done under operational conditions. In Thirty Seconds over Tokyo, Capt. Ted

Lawson wrote the following of preparing to take off:If a motor quit or caught fire, if a tire went

flat, if the right wing badly scraped the island, if the left wheel went over the edge, we were to

get out as quickly as we could and help the Navy shove our $150,000 plane overboard. It must

not, under any circumstances, be permitted to block traffic. There would be no other way to

clear the forward deck for the other planes to take off.The first B-25, with Doolittle at the

controls, roared down the carrier deck, dipped briefly from view as if heading into the water,

and then reappeared in a slow climb. Weighing almost fifteen tons fully loaded with fuel and

bombs, pulled aloft by a pair of Wright R-2600 radial-piston engines, the Mitchell banked and

set course for Japan. Fifteen more followed. Each Mitchell carried four specially constructed

500-pound bombs. Three were high-explosive munitions and one was a bundle of incendiaries.

The incendiaries were long tubes, wrapped together in order to be carried in the bomb bay but

designed to separate and scatter over a wide area after release. The idea of using firebombs

against Japan was not a new idea, even then.Back home, citizens were reading newspaper

headlines that told only of defeat at the hands of the Japanese—of the American fleet being

smashed at Pearl Harbor and U.S. troops being routed in the Philippines. Java fell. Wake Island

fell. Few Americans alive today remember the frustration and fury of being badly trounced by a

superior enemy’s war machine.Americans wanted payback.All sixteen B-25s got aloft,

navigated the ocean vastness, made landfall at the Empire, and attacked their targets. The

B-25s pressed separate attacks on Tokyo, Kobe, Nagoya, Osaka, Yokohama, and the

Yokosuka navy yard. American doctrine favored precision bombing, and the Doolittle Raiders

felt they put their bombs in the right places. Japanese fighters engaged one or two of the



Mitchells. All encountered antiaircraft fire.The symbolism of an assault on the Japanese

homeland was important. The Doolittle Raid lifted American spirits. It also inflicted real

damage. Japan was forced to withdraw a carrier group from the Indian Ocean to defend the

homeland. The raid prompted decisions in Tokyo that led to the battle of Midway—Japan’s first

major defeat.None of the B-25s landed safely in China as had been planned. Except for a crew

interned in Russia, the men had to crash or bail out—some over Japanese-held areas of

China. “We ran out of fuel and had to bail out in Japanese-occupied territory,” said B-25 copilot

Robert Hite, then a second lieutenant and later a retired lieutenant colonel. A wartime

Japanese photograph shows Hite, blindfolded, tied, and wearing a fleece-lined flight jacket and

wheel hat, being escorted by Japanese guards. He was one of the lucky ones. The Japanese

shot and killed three captured Doolittle Raiders. A fourth died of malnutrition while in

captivity.Altogether, eleven B-25 crewmen were killed or captured. Still, the entire crews of

thirteen of the sixteen medium bombers, and all but one of the fourteenth, recovered in friendly

territory, were able with some difficulty to return to the United States. Doolittle initially believed

the raid had been a failure but soon learned otherwise.In later years, surviving Doolittle

Raiders held reunions and established a tradition of raising silver goblets—eighty altogether,

one for each crewmember—to toast their fallen comrades. In 2008, when only eight were able

to attend the reunion, they decided to retire the goblets, each inscribed with a raider’s name. All

are now on display at the National Museum of the Air Force in Dayton, Ohio.As navigator

Chase Nielson, also a second lieutenant then and a retired lieutenant colonel now, and one of

Hite’s fellow prisoners, said of the Doolittle Raid: “I learned . . . how to appreciate mankind, our

democracy and the beautiful wonderful world we live in.”Doolittle himself never held the rank of

colonel. When Roosevelt presented him with the Medal of Honor for the Tokyo attack, the

president promoted Doolittle from lieutenant colonel to brigadier general. Hornet was lost in

waters near Guadalcanal in late 1942. The B-25 Mitchell went on to become one of the most

successful bombers of World War II but was never in the same category as America’s mighty

four-engined heavy bombers, the B-17 Flying Fortress, the B-24 Liberator, and, eventually, the

“very heavy” B-29 Superfortress.Growing Bomber ForceWhile the United States and its allies

were still losing battles in the Pacific, a bomber force began to assemble in England in 1942.

B-17 crews began flying missions over the European continent. One of the most experienced

B-17 pilots in those early days was Curt LeMay, who pioneered bomber tactics before the war

and later commanded a bomb group, and then a wing, and then an air division during the air

campaign in Europe. While LeMay was helping to shape the tactics used by B-17s and B-24s

in Europe, work was proceeding on a bigger, better bomber. It would be a bomber in which

men could fight in their shirtsleeves rather than electrically heated clothing. They would be

comfortable rather than cold. They would not need oxygen masks. It was a superbomber and it

was rushed through the various stages of design, development, and operation long before it

was ready.On August 17, 1942, just eighteen B-17E Flying Fortresses were led by Major Paul

W. Tibbets on a bombing mission to railroad yards in France. Tibbets did not yet know about a

superbomber that would dwarf his Flying Fortress, nor did he know that the United States

would soon begin developing a new and very different kind of bomb. For now, Tibbets was

living and flying in a world where U.S. commanders believed bombers could defend

themselves. In Europe, it would soon be obvious that they couldn’t and that they would need

fighter escort.If Tibbets was the embodiment of the American combat commander and LeMay

was an important force behind American bomber tactics, AAF boss Lt. Gen. Henry H. “Hap”

Arnold was the architect of American airpower. Arnold was pushing for a new superbomber

when it was still expected that the plane would be used in Europe. “Our B-29 idea came to birth



in those days when it appeared that England would go down in defeat and there’d be no place

left to us in the European part of the globe where we might base our planes for future sorties

against the Axis powers,” LeMay wrote. He added his thoughts about the challenges

confronting Arnold: “B-29s had as many bugs as the entomological department of the

Smithsonian Institution. Fast as they got the bugs licked, new ones crawled out from under the

cowling. . . . General Arnold had a dozen battles on his hands. He was fighting with the Joint

Chiefs for resources; he was struggling to get an organizational setup for airpower in that war;

he had to rassle against the Army and the Navy every minute.” Largely because of the furious

energy of the seemingly unstoppable, 210-pound Arnold, the B-29 Superfortress moved from

drawing board to factory floor to flight. Arnold did not yet know that in the very near future his

powerhouse personality would be taken down several notches by a series of heart

attacks.Painted in Army olive drab, which would not last long as the standard color for

Superfortresses, the first B-29 in an initial batch of three taxied out for its maiden flight on

September 21, 1942, with renowned test pilot Edmund T. “Eddie” Allen doing the honors. The

location was Boeing Field in Seattle, a congested and relatively small airport sunk in a gully

with a mere 5,200 feet of runway. Allen flew with a crew of six: copilot A. C. Reed (the term

“pilot” was not yet being used for the second aviator on the flight deck); flight test engineer W. F.

Milliken; assistant flight test engineer Edward J. Wersebe; flight engineer M. Hanson; radio

operator A. Peterson; and observer K. J. Laplow. Allen took the aircraft up to 6,000 feet,

performed a few gentle maneuvers, and tried a few power-off stalls. One hour and fifteen

minutes later, the B-29’s tires touched ground. Allen later wrote in his postflight report that the

B-29 had “exceptionally good aerodynamic characteristics; aileron and rudder turns were

satisfactory; stalling characteristics excellent; spiral stability and controls generally satisfactory;

window arrangement affords good vision in attitudes of flight, particularly good in landing.” That

last point was an important one. No other aircraft built in large numbers had a flush forward

fuselage like the B-29. It was important for the crew to be able to see out, especially the aircraft

commander, whose seat was relatively far back in the plane.The initial enthusiasm by Allen,

Boeing engineering vice president Wellwood Beall, and others was misplaced. The B-29 was

indeed a superbomber, bigger and better than any aircraft before it, but the B-29 was also a

super headache. As early as September 30, 1942, technical problems with the Wright caused

the B-29 to be grounded for ten days. There was more trouble to come.By the time the second

B-29 took to the air on December 30, 1942, the program was in trouble. There were repeated

engine failures caused in part by a faulty carburetor design. There was a further grounding in

January 1943. Mechanics and engineers were finding all kinds of problems and making fixes to

the Wright R-3350 “corncob” engine, but the basic design was still flawed.Moment in

MichiganIn late 1942, a young pilot named Robert “Bud” McDonald was on furlough and visited

his parents, two brothers, and sister in Jackson, Michigan. The family had playful fun together.

In photographs, McDonald wears a mustache and bears a resemblance to actor Errol Flynn, or

even more to the lesser-known celebrity Bert Parks, though he was neither so solemn as Flynn

nor so trifling as Parks.He did have a sense of humor. “Even back then, there were rules about

riding more than one on a bicycle,” said his sister Nancy. “As was usually his practice, he would

play with me and my two other brothers before even going into the house to get out of his

uniform. This one trip he got out his old bike and three of us rode down the street in front of the

house, which at that time was considered a highway. A police car approached us, took one

look, waved, and went on their way. . . . Other times when he would come home on leave he

would play baseball or football, in his uniform, with all the kids in the neighborhood. He was a

hero to all of us. The neighbor kids looked forward to his visits and were just as excited as the



family. They would be over bright and early on the day of his arrival, so they could greet

him.”Bud’s father, John W. McDonald, was a World War I veteran; after Pearl Harbor a recruiter

judged him too old, at age forty-six, to reenter the military. The older McDonald worked for the

Fisher Body Division of General Motors—an aircraft manufacturer at that time—and was the

company’s liaison to a similarly named company, General Electric. The older McDonald was

working on a new concept, a kind of gun that could be mounted aboard a military aircraft and

operated remotely from some distance away. He wrote in a family document that he “was sent

to the General Electric Aircraft Armament School, Schenectady, NY, where for a period of five

weeks I received instruction in the theory, operation and maintenance of electrically operated

and remote controlled machine gun turrets for aircraft.” Until now, aerial gunners had always

held their guns in their hands and operated them manually. Now, it would be different.Everyone

in the family (which remained in Jackson while Bud’s father worked in Detroit) had known

forever that young Bud wanted to be a pilot. Now, Bud was a flying cadet in the AAF, training to

become one. His father wasn’t supposed to talk about remotely operated guns or about the

new aircraft they would be used on, but he did. When a conversation began about what aircraft

Bud McDonald might request upon pinning on his military pilot’s wings, his father dragged him

aside. “Bud,” he said, “I want to tell you about a new plane called the B-29.”Trouble after

TakeoffThe U.S. bombing effort in Europe continued to grow while the B-29 continued to pose

technical challenges. The Eighth Air Force in England, initially commanded by Maj. Gen. Carl

“Tooey” Spaatz, would eventually number 350,000 men in forty combat groups. B-17 and B-24

bombers with fighter escort would fly deep into the Third Reich on missions with a thousand

planes or more. In these early days, they were facing a determined German air arm, the

Luftwaffe, which perfected the technique of attacking an American bomber head-on from a few

degrees above centerline—twelve o’clock high—with the specific intent of killing the bomber’s

pilots. In early 1943, a B-17 or B-24 crew did not have excellent chances of surviving the

required twenty-five missions, later raised to thirty. But all of that would change.On December

1, 1942, Ira Eaker replaced Spaatz as commander of the Eighth Air Force and pinned on a

second star. On December 20, 1942, 101 bombers attacked a Luftwaffe support installation at

Romilly-sur-Seine. No fighters reached the target with them. Six B-17s were lost. Thirty-one

were damaged. The Americans claimed they shot down three German fighters, although more

were written off while landing. It was a day filled with mediocrity for a target barely one hundred

miles inside enemy territory. In the days and weeks that followed, the Eighth Air Force wasted

considerable blood and treasure attacking German U-boat pens. This was a measure of how

badly German submarines were mauling the Allies in the Battle of the Atlantic, but it was also

mostly fruitless. The Fortresses and Liberators were exposing themselves to a formidable

enemy fighter force to attack targets that were all but impervious to bombing.It would turn out,

ultimately, that the B-29 would not be ready for the war in Europe. While the program was still

in its infancy, it was struck by tragedy.Test pilot Allen was assigned to make another in a series

of increasing troubled test flights in the second Superfortress prototype on February 18, 1943.

Allen took off at the Superfortress’s design gross weight of 105,000 pounds with full fuel tanks

—6,803 U.S. gallons of volatile aviation fuel.Allen’s crew included copilot Roger Dansfield; flight

test engineers Wersebe, Thomas Lankford, Charles Blaine, and Raymond Basel; flight

engineer Fritz Mohn; instrument monitor Robert Maxfield; observer Barclay Henshaw;

aerodynamicist Vincent North; and radio operator Harry Ralston.Eight minutes after takeoff,

climbing through 5,000 feet, someone reported a fire in the number one engine. Allen cut

mixture and fuel to number one, feathered the propeller, closed cowl flaps, and discharged a

fire extinguisher bottle. He began a descent toward Boeing Field. Since the fire appeared to



have been extinguished and the bomber seemed to be under control, Allen planned a landing

from the north on Runway 13, rather than making a downwind landing on the 5,200-foot

runway with a heavy aircraft. The radio operator reported descending through an altitude at

1,500 feet at a point four miles northeast of the field. The bomber was on its downwind leg,

starting a left turn onto base leg.Two minutes later, ground witnesses heard an explosion. A

piece of metal fell from the aircraft. Radio operator Ralston, who could see into the forward

bomb bay and the wing center section front spar, said on an open microphone: “Allen, better

get this thing down in a hurry. The wing spar is burning badly.”Aubrey Pebble, a Seattle resident

who’d retired from Boeing recently, looked up at the dark, shuddering shape of the B-29.

Pebble was no expert on the design of the secret new bomber, but he was pretty sure part of

its wing leading edge was missing. Dirty little streaks of gray smoke trailed behind the number

one engine nacelle.“Is he in trouble?” a passerby asked. The aircraft was close enough for its

sound to nearly drown the voice.“He seems to have a problem, but the runway is right over

there,” someone else said.Pebble felt a chill. “That airplane is not going to make the runway,” he

said.BOEING B-29 SUPERFORTRESSCHAPTER 3Warm-UpMission to Tokyo March 9, 1945,

4:45 p.m.–6:30 p.m.DEPENDING ON THE ISLAND—Guam, Saipan, or Tinian—and

depending on the bombardment group (a dozen in all), the briefing for the March 9–10 mission

to Tokyo was held at different times throughout Friday March 9. Speakers placed different

emphases on what lay ahead for bomber crews, and the crews reacted differently. Most B-29

crewmembers shuffled into giant Quonset huts where crews sat together and stared up at

maps and charts. The group commander, the intelligence guy, and the weather guy each took

his turn to strut and fret on the stage, but by now the secrets were out and the surprises were

few.The record isn’t clear on who officiated at the briefing for the 19th Bombardment Group on

Guam. It may have been 93rd squadron commander Sammy Bakshas. The airplane

commander with whom he would be flying, Muster, made it clear before the briefing that the

secrets in Sammy’s head weren’t secrets any longer. Some kind of conversation with a bit of an

edge took place between the two men. A pilot like Muster was never completely comfortable

when the boss, even a boss with whom he got along well, came along for the ride. It felt like

being held in judgment. The climate around these men was tense with the knowledge that new

tactics meant new risk. Today, we do not know what happened at this group’s briefing or in that

conversation between Bakshas and Muster, or whether there was tension between the two

men, but it is was obvious that B-29 crewmembers were upset about the plan for tonight’s

journey to the Empire. The briefing room was pretty much the last place where any bitching

could be done before going out to the aircraft. No airplane commander would tolerate

disgruntlement after that.At the 504th Bombardment Group on Tinian, where Trip Triplett, Percy

U. Tucker, and Laddie Wale sat in a crude tin building to hear the briefing, almost everyone

knew before arrival that they would be carrying firebombs and flying low, but they learned their

destination only when the intel guy announced, “Your target tonight, gentlemen, is . . . Tokyo.”

They had already figured out most of the rest. “You will bomb from 7,500 feet dropping clusters

that will open up at 1,500 feet.” Each received a “flimsy,” a mimeographed paper outlining what

he needed to know about the mission. Each crew remained together and, at completion of the

briefing, boarded a truck for the flight line after first having an opportunity, if wanted, for a final

chat with 504th chaplain Earl Rait.At the 497th Bombardment Group on Saipan, where Carl

Barthold was a radio operator, the briefing was held inside a large concrete building the

Americans had erected. The intelligence officer talked too long about Japanese antiaircraft

guns, Japanese fighters, and Japanese treatment of prisoners. “We were impatient to find out

what was going to happen to us,” said Barthold, recalling crewmate Didier and the B-4 bag. “My



plane was a pathfinder and we . . . felt this intel officer, who had never seen the Empire from

the air, wasn’t much help.” Barthold was ready to go. “The ground crews had our gear already

on the plane. All we needed was a web belt with a knife and a .45. Our Mae West and other

gear was aboard the airplane.”Members of one bombardment group somewhere on Guam,

Tinian, or Saipan were told that if they had to bail out, they should try to find their way to the

emperor’s palace. According to the intelligence briefer, the emperor was more humane than the

police or the Army—a curious idea, apparently without any basis in fact. At another

bombardment group, the intel guy claimed that the Japanese would give better treatment to

officers than to enlisted men—again, a fanciful notion not based on actual knowledge. One

sergeant spotted a flight jacket draped over a chair sporting colonel’s eagles. He borrowed the

insignia and wore them on every mission thereafter, a sergeant dressed as a colonel, without

ever being forced to put the claim to the test.The Briefing IILate in the afternoon, amid caustic

comments about the values and virtues of command and tail gunners, Trip Triplett and his

crewmates shouldered their gear and prepared to plod up the hill to the briefing shack, called

the war room. The war room of the 504th Bombardment Group on Tinian was a large, barnlike

structure, gable roofed, vertically sided with knotty, unpainted 1x10 pine boards. The

alternating blazing heat and drenching rains had already smeared the new boards with dark

weathering streaks. Triplett thought to himself that everything and everybody aged quickly

overseas in wartime.Inside were rows of pine benches divided by a coral-covered aisle that led

to a rough raised platform in front. On the wall behind the platform hung a map with a long, red

yard string that pointed to the target. Triplett may have been one of the few who didn’t know the

target yet, and he couldn’t see where the red yarn went.Triplett crowded onto a bench with the

rest of his crew and made quiet small talk and guesses about the target. “The usual banter was

missing,” Triplett recalled. “Something told us this was no ordinary mission.“Someone called us

to attention. We snapped to. Col. Glen W. Martin, group commander; Lt. Col. Robert

Barrowclough, commander of the 421st squadron, my squadron; [and others] strode quickly

down the aisle to the raised platform and their chairs.“‘At ease.’ We sat.“Colonel Martin stepped

to the front of the platform. Quiet tenseness settled over the hot, muggy room. He got right to

the point.“‘Men, all of you know that we have been hitting our targets in daylight with demolition

bombs from between twenty and thirty thousand feet. You also know that the weather and

cloud cover beneath us has kept us from getting enough bombs on target. The climb for

altitude drinks up the fuel and cuts down on our payload of bombs.“‘This strike will be different.

We are bombing tonight from eight to ten thousand feet. [The battle order called for altitudes

from 5,500–8,500 feet.] By going in low, minus guns, ammo and two gunners we can carry less

fuel and more bombs. This is a maximum effort. Every plane that we have that can fly will be

airborne. If this raid is successful, it can set the pattern that can shorten the war by months.

Here is your target. Good luck and I’ll see you when you get back.’ With his last words, he

jerked the curtain to one side and jabbed a pointer to where the red string stopped. Tokyo!“An

involuntary tremor raced up the back of my neck. Major Kenim from G-2 [Intelligence] was

speaking now. ‘. . . and there are 600 to 700 fighters in this area, as you already know. We don’t

know how many night fighters they have. We expect to know more about that when you get

back’.“Weather briefing, sea-rescue ditching points, and benediction from the chaplain followed

anticlimactically. I thought to myself, ‘This is suicide, pure and simple.’” It was 4:30 p.m.

Chamorro Standard Time, March 9, 1945.Triplett had plenty of company.A great many of the

thousand kids were wondering if today’s mission to Tokyo was a pending disaster disguised as

a bombing raid. A special concern was ditching. The forty-eight Superfortresses known to have

put down in the Pacific thus far with normal crews would have carried 528 airmen; during that



time, air-sea rescue had spotted 164 survivors and picked up every one of them. An elaborate

system that made use of PBY Catalina and PBM Mariner aircraft, seaplane tenders, and

submarines was taking shape, but B-29 crewmembers knew that the ocean was vast, and even

a big bomber could be a tiny speck when viewed bobbing on the waves. It didn’t help that

crewmembers were sometimes their own worst enemies. Many B-29s were short of Mae West

flashlights, invaluable when ditching at night, because crewmen borrowed them for use in their

quarters and forgot to bring them along on combat missions.When Laddie Wale’s group

completed its briefing, the men filed out, prepared to go to their planes—Wale had already

visited Lady Annabelle and would return to the B-29 with the others. They all looked at each

other. Tucker, their airplane commander, looked no more or less serious than usual, which was

pretty serious. Although he wasn’t talkative, crews usually walked out of the briefing engaged in

lively chatter. Today, most were silent.The Campbell CrewIn brighter light, the plane’s silver

surfaces would have gleamed, almost mirrorlike. It was a thing of beauty to some but simply a

machine to most. The B-29 Superfortress had the mechanical look of a functional machine, its

cigar-shaped fuselage confronting Barthold, its 141-foot wingspread in front of him with the

four-bladed propellers ready to turn. Ground crewmembers were finishing their final checks,

having spent many hours overnight since yesterday inspecting systems, loading bombs,

loading fuel, and performing a hundred tasks to make the giant bomber ready. Barthold’s B-29

was prepared to fly to Tokyo with its cargo of fire.Barthold was part of a pathfinder crew that

was scheduled to arrive over a night-shrouded Tokyo ahead of the main attack force. “There

were twelve pathfinder planes in our group,” Barthold said. “We were to take off a half hour

before everybody else. We were to arrive first and put a big X across Tokyo for those coming

behind us to see.”Some airplane commanders required a line-up inspection at planeside before

climbing into the B-29. The airplane commander of a different crew was considered “a strutting

martinet,” as Barthold remembered him. The tiny tyrant didn’t exactly conduct a white-glove

exam, but he “made a very big deal out of that inspection while everyone stood in squad

formation in front of the leading edge of the wing.” In contrast, Barthold said, “our plane

commander [Campbell] had confidence in us. We didn’t hold a formal inspection. The ground

crews had our gear, including our Mae West, already on the plane. All we needed was a web

belt with a knife and a .45. Our plane commander considered us adults and let us behave like

adults as we checked our own gear, climbed aboard, and prepared to take off.”With the rest of

the crew, Barthold climbed aboard his B-29, entering the aircraft by climbing up into a dark

space behind the nose wheel. Once seated in his radar compartment, he could hear the pilots

and flight engineer talking on the interphone, running through the engine-start checklist. He

thought they sounded more tense than usual, but he couldn’t see them. “I was the radio

operator,” Barthold said. “I sat next to a bulkhead facing the right side of the plane. I had my

radio, key, and codebooks. I was jammed in there. I was in a little chair that infringed on the

upper and lower gun turrets and I was facing to the right. My head pressed up against the

four .50-caliber machine guns in the upper turret and they always used to rattle in my head.

Across from me was the navigator [Gerald A. “Jerry” Rau], who faced forward. In front of me

but separated by a partition was the flight engineer [Charles Francis], who faced to the rear.

Were we all a little more nervous than usual that evening because we were going to Tokyo at

low altitude? Yes. Yes, we were.” Barthold’s B-29 trembled and the noise level went up as the

engine start procedure began. It was 5:15 p.m. Chamorro Standard Time, March 9, 1945.The

Fling CrewAt North Field, Tinian, following the briefing and a quick, mild, late-afternoon

thunderstorm typical of these islands, left blister gunner Reb Carter dismounted from a boxy,

4x4 weapons carrier at the hardstand and started toward a B-29 with his crewmates, including



airplane commander Dean Fling.The only southerner on his crew, Carter was more or less

middle class. He was a six-foot, eager-looking, toothy son of a successful accountant so close

to his father that he hoped to study accounting if there was to be a future for him after this. The

trappings of his childhood were gone now; he’d once been preoccupied with spinning a yo-yo

with greater speed and dexterity than anyone else, but he’d left his modest collection of yo-yos

behind in his house in Atlanta, not far from where Bell Aircraft was one of several companies

manufacturing B-29s.Carter’s B-29 today was slotted at the cutting edge of the air assault

being mounted on the Japanese capital. It would be the seventh aircraft from their group over

target; the first six would carry M47 incendiaries and use their fiery bombload to mark the

“urban area of Meetinghouse” for those to follow. The rest of the group would follow with larger,

500-pound E-46 bombs.Carter had no idea that tonight his crew would become hopelessly lost.

He had no guns to fire if Japanese night fighters found them later that night, but his role as a

scanner, tipping off the flight-deck crew about engine operations and events around the

aircraft, would never be more important.Some B-29 crews, ignoring orders, were preparing for

the mission with a full load of guns, gunners, and ammunition. Some were following the battle

order to the letter and leaving both guns and gunners behind. In Carter’s 9th Bombardment

Group, airplane commanders like Fling had found a middle ground: they would take every

gunner, and use every gunner as an extra pair of eyes, but they would travel to the Empire

unarmed except for a tail gun in the case of some crews. Tonight, Fling’s tail gunner would not

be armed, either. Seeing Carter without his gear, a member of the line crew who may have

been new to the job asked Carter which plane he was heading for.“It’s God’s Will,” said Carter.It

was 5:20 p.m. Chamorro Standard Time, March 9, 1945.Men and BombersNot everyone on

Guam, Saipan, and Tinian was in the habit of talking to an airplane, but most of the thousand

kids had superstitions, lucky charms, and a tendency to think of their aircraft as a living

creature. Jo Haney, the daughter of one of those B-29 Superfortress crew chiefs, Sgt. Philip N.

Phillipson, was mystified by the relationship between men and aircraft. In his famous quote,

author Ernest Hemingway was writing about fighters but could just as easily have meant

bombers: “You love a lot of things if you live around them, but there isn’t any woman and there

isn’t any horse, nor any before nor any after, that is as lovely as a great airplane, and men who

love them are faithful to them even though they leave them for others. A man has only one

virginity to lose . . . and if it is a lovely plane he loses it to, there his heart will ever be.”Haney

wondered how anyone could put his heart into a B-29. The plane, said Haney, “was prone to

breakdown. It was put into production way too soon. The engines constantly overheated. It was

planned for high altitude, yet height was at times the cause of engine failure. And at high

altitude, bomb runs weren’t all that successful. So why did men love this plane so much?”The

B-29 was an untidy, barely functional collection of sheet metal, rivets, wires, joints, engines,

and, yes, guns and bombs. Haney remembered her father saying the B-29 “always had ‘bugs in

her jugs.’ So, I asked him, ‘What’s a jug?’ He told me that it was a cylinder, that the engines

each had eighteen cylinders each, and that those damn cylinders were always leaking oil and

fowling the spark plugs.”The unlikely love affair between men and machine began in the Pacific

Northwest. Seattle-based Boeing’s success with its B-17 Flying Fortress still lay mostly in the

future in October 1938, when Army Air Corps chief of staff Maj. Gen. Oscar Westover

established a requirement for a superbomber. The designation B-29 was assigned. The B-29

Superfortress won out over other designs, although the Army turned to Consolidated to

develop a backup aircraft, which became the B-32 Dominator.The B-29 became the first fully

pressurized bomber to be produced in large numbers. When everything was working right, the

crew could work in shirtsleeves, without heated clothing or oxygen masks. It became the first



warplane to regularly fly high enough to encounter the furious winds known as the jetstream,

which, at great heights, were often a greater enemy to the big bomber than the Japanese.

Those violent winds were also one of many reasons bombs dropped from high altitude weren’t

hitting their targets.A four-engine, midwing, “very heavy” bomber with a crew of eleven, the

B-29 was powered by 2,200-horsepower Wright R-3350 Duplex Cyclone 18, twin-row,

turbocharged, radial-pistol engines—jugs, bugs, and all. The engine took far too long to

develop and was seen by many as a threat to the success of the plane it pulled through the

air.The R-3350 almost seemed to enjoy overheating, swallowing valves, and even catching fire

in flight. Hoping to eke out greater horsepower, Boeing delivered the Superfortress with a

crankcase made of magnesium, a very light, very strong metal that unfortunately was also

flammable. When the crankcase problem was combined with the difficulties of a fuel induction

system, which tended to catch fire and burn long enough to catch the magnesium afire, it

became a very serious situation. Shortsighted treatments such as air baffles to direct more air

to the rear row of cylinders and propeller cuffs to force more air through the engine only helped

temporarily.The wing of the B-29 spanned 141 feet 3 inches. It was an innovative design, a

long and narrow, high-aspect ratio wing equipped with large Fowler-type flaps. The unusual

shape and configuration of the wing enabled the B-29 to fly very fast at high altitudes without

having unmanageable flight characteristics during the slower speeds required for landing and

takeoff.More revolutionary was the size and sophistication of the pressurized sections of the

fuselage: the flight deck forward of the wing, the gunner’s compartment aft of the wing, and the

tail gunner’s station. Crewmembers traveled from nose to tail in the B-29 through a padded

“personnel tunnel” above the bomb bay. The tunnel was an innovative answer to the obvious

question: how could you pressurize an aircraft with huge bomb bay doors that had to be

opened over the target?In fact, the B-29 had two tandem bomb bays and was usually flown

with both bays equally loaded for balance. Boeing’s answer was to pressurize both ends of the

fuselage plus the linking tunnel, but not the bay itself. There were also other sections of the

fuselage, not where crew stations were located, that were not pressurized.Superfortress

CrewThe thousand kids had basically about a dozen jobs to perform, from handling yoke and

throttle to firing machine guns. The composition of a B-29 crew varied slightly from one plane

to another according to the mission, but it typically included eleven men. Moving from nose to

tail, those crewmembers located forward of the bomb bay and the tunnel above the bomb bay

were:• The bombardier sat farthest forward in the B-29 and also acted as nose gunner. The

bombardier had primary control of the upper and lower forward turrets when he was not bomb

aiming; gun sight was stowed to his right and could be released to pivot about 120 degrees

when in use. Joe Krogman of the Tucker crew was typical.• The airplane commander (the

pilot), Sammy Bakshas, Gordon Muster, Percy Usher Tucker, and Dean Fling being examples,

occupied the front left seat on the flight deck.• The pilot (on a B-29, this was the official term for

the copilot), who flew the aircraft from the right seat. This was a less experienced pilot,

sometimes a recent flight school graduate. First Lieutenant Harold L. “Pete” Peterson of the

Dean Fling crew was one of these men.• The flight engineer, Laddie Wale on the Tucker crew

being an example, sat behind the pilot facing an instrument panel and monitoring engine

performance. Unlike the engineer on earlier bombers, he was not trained as a gunner. The

B-29 was the only bomber on which the pilots did not have a complete set of instruments or

controls. The flight engineer was in actual control of the mechanical function of the aircraft.•

The navigator sat to the left of the forward turret behind the two pilots. He had a window, which

didn’t amount to much; “a day or night indicator,” one navigator called it. He had to crawl into

the tunnel above the bomb bay to use the astrodome when performing celestial navigation. In



the B-29 the bombardier and navigator were almost always military occupational specialty

1036, navigator-bombardier, meaning they were dual trained. In practice they almost always

specialized in one duty or the other.• The radio operator, someone like Carl Barthold on the

Campbell crew, sat behind the top turret with no window in a very narrow, confined space. He

was the bomber crew’s communications link to the outside world, including the other bombers

in the strike force.Crewmembers situated aft of the bomb bay and the tunnel above the bomb

bay were:• The left blister gunner was also the left scanner and fired guns from a remote

control in the left blister. Reb Carter of the Dean Fling crew (and later the George Bertagnoli

crew) was one of these gunners.• The right blister gunner (Didier in the Campbell crew was

one of them) scanned and operated guns from the right blister.• The central fire control gunner

or “ring gunner” rode in a barber chair or “ring seat,” looked out from atop the fuselage, and

coordinated the firing of the remotely controlled guns by various gunners.• The radar operator—

men like Trip Triplett or Richard “Bake” Baker of the Fling crew—sat in an enclosed

compartment in the back and had no windows. The navigator and the radar operator each had

a six-inch screen operated by the same radar transmitter and relying on the same power

source.• The tail gunner rode facing to the rear and manned the tail guns. Joe Majeski of the

Tucker crew was one of these.Preparing to FlyNow bomber crewmembers coped with one of

the aspects of their duty they dread most. Takeoff was always a tense time. Takeoff in a B-29

fully loaded with fuel, bombs, and ammo was always a very dangerous proposition. Almost

everyone on Guam, Saipan, and Tinian had seen at least one crash. If you lost an engine past

the halfway mark of the takeoff run, you probably wouldn’t be able to stop before the end of the

runway and the plane would crash off the cliff or go into the water and explode. It is a tribute to

the skill of the mechanics, the pilots, and the flight engineers that it did not happen more

often.But as Barthold was well aware, on Saipan at least there was a margin of safety if it was

used correctly. As bombardier William C. Atkinson wrote,At Isley Field it was common on

takeoff for the pilot of a fully loaded B-29 to hold the wheels to the runway until the final few

hundred feet (the last two percent of the runway’s length), hauling back at the last possible

instant to lurch over the road along the cliff edge; then diving full throttle for the sea far below,

gaining airspeed while retracting the wheels; and finally beginning the long takeoff climb as the

belly of the plane virtually skimmed the water. More than one of the crews failed at this

maneuver, especially at night.Said B-29 pilot Jim Farrell, “I believe the drop off the Saipan

runway was over two hundred feet and often saved our butts. Taking off on twin runways—1

minute behind the plane on your runway but only thirty seconds behind a plane on the other—

often found us in prop-wash and at that low speed. Many times I felt we wouldn’t have made it

without that dip.”The pathfinders were in the air, with dusk approaching, while crewmembers of

the remainder of the attack force of 334 B-29s on three islands were still arriving at their

planes, climbing aboard, and beginning preflight checks. Because Guam was farther from

Japan, B-29s from Guam were already taxying out, lining up, watching their intervals, and

going into the takeoff roll.Closely observing the noisy, busy preparations for takeoff was the

boss, Major General LeMay. He was gruff, tough, yet more articulate than they gave him credit

for. LeMay himself used the word “gamble” for what he was doing today—sending men at low

altitude against a heavily defended target. In later years some would view him as inhuman,

willing to burn human beings into cinders to win a war, but LeMay was too complex to be cruel.

Still, to St. Clair McKelway, there was “something deeply, bottomlessly disturbing in this stocky,

plain-looking new commanding general of the Twenty-First Bomber Command.” LeMay

perceived that his job was to erode Japan’s ability to wage war, and he knew that the tactics

used thus far by the B-29 force were not working. He was only one of many who had thought of



using firebombs to ignite Japanese urban areas, but he alone bore responsibility for ordering

his men to attack at low level and to leave their ammunition behind.
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Jeffrey T. Munson, “The Destruction Of Tokyo By The B-29s. On the night of March 9-10, 1945,

a force of over 300 B-29 bombers left their bases in the Marianas and set course for Tokyo.

Loaded with incendiaries and flying at altitudes from 5,000 to 9,000 feet, these bombers

wreaked havoc with Tokyo's wood and paper buildings. Over sixteen square miles of the city

was destroyed, and thousands were killed or left homeless. In "Mission To Tokyo", author

Robert F. Dorr describes this fateful mission.Disgruntled with the lack of success of high-

altitude bombing, General Curtis LeMay devised a plan to radically change the bombing

campaign against the Japanese. He stripped all armor and armament from his B-29s and

ordered them to go in at low level carrying incendiary bombs. The results were amazing; much

of Tokyo was leveled and this raid became the springboard for further incendiary attacks

against other Japanese cities.Despite it's title, this book covers much more than the fateful

Tokyo raid. Author Dorr has done a masterful job in describing the entire B-29 program. From

the deaths of B-29 test pilots to the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the reader will

get a real sense of what the B-29 campaign was all about.Dorr discusses in great detail

subjects such as the maddening number of problems created by the B-29's R-3350 engines,

and the general ineffectiveness of the China-based B-29 raids on Japan. Using vivid first-hand

accounts of actual B-29 crew members, Dorr paints a thrilling and accurate picture of what it

was like to fly on a B-29 mission. Attention is also given to the atomic bomb strikes on

Hiroshima and Nagasaki along with the very last B-29 mission of the war, which occurred after

the Nagasaki drop.I've read Dorr's previous book, "Mission to Berlin", and this book is definitely

on the same level. The writing is great, the first-hand accounts give validation to the story, and

the overall accuracy and completeness of the book is readily evident. Highly, highly

recommended.”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/lDlkL/Mission-to-Tokyo-The-American-Airmen-Who-Took-the-War-to-the-Heart-of-Japan


Thomas M. Magee, “Puts you on the Plane. This book is excellent!! This is about an important

Tipping Point of the Air War in the Pacific during WWII. This book is about the famous Tokyo

firestorm raids of March 9/10, 1945. That raid literally set Tokyo on fire. It burned out 16 square

miles of the city where previous raids failed. It created a firestorm that took a life of its own; sort

of like Dresden or Munich storms in Germany. More people died in this read then died in the

nuclear attacks later that year.Nowadays people don't want to learn, or even think of the

difficult subjects of life or history. The Allied bombing campaign of WWII is one of those things.

The subject of bombing civilians makes many today feel uncomfortable so they choose to

ignore the facts. As a result of that people don't want to know about the bombing campaigns.

So authors don't write books about these subjects. We as a people don't learn about the

important contributions of the Army Air Corp in these campaigns.This book takes a different

approach to telling the tale. This approach was to go through the mission prep, flying and

return or lack of returning for several crews. The author goes into some detail about the work

they did, who they were, and what happened to them during the raid. His excellent description

of these events has a way of putting you in that place. The details about the plane problems,

wind speed issues, the tension felt by the crews, the smells, and similar things makes the

events come alive in your mind.The author interjects tales of other raids. There is a chapter

about the 509th's work. He does cover some of the personalities like Curtis LeMay. The author

did do a good job of describing the raid as a test under fire. It involved a changed in tactics to

reverse a failing program. The General's innovations worked. After the Tokyo firestorm raids

much of Japan becomes burnt out by the B29s. After reading the book you will want to go to

bed. You will feel like you too did the 16 hour mission to Tokyo.”

Jeannie Walker (Award-Winning Author), “A Story We Should All Take Time to Read. My

husband and I both enjoyed this intriguing book. We both were amazed at the problems the

superfortress B-29 had that caused so many losses. The mission to Tokyo was a colossal

gamble that General LeMay took when he learned the American air campaign against Japan

was failing because of the problems of the B-29 bomber and the USAAf strategic principle of

precision (right on the target bombing. The main problems on the b-29 was the huge, 16 ½'

Hamilton Standard propellers which caused "run-a-way" engines, problems with the 4 remote

controlled gun "barbettes, problems with the "fire control blisters" where gunners were

stationed to aim the barbettes; the blisters sometimes blew out when the craft was pressurized

and flying at high altitude. (Gunners were advised to wear a safety line in order to avoid being

blown overboard if a blister popped). There were problems with booster controls for the rudder

and problems with the radar. To me, this book emphasizes the courage and determination of

our brave men who fought their heart out even at a great risk and great loss. The American

Airmen who took the war to the heart of Japan were some of the best. I am so glad a book was

written about them and their bravery that never wavered. A lot of us owe our lives to them and

so many others who fought for us at the expense of losing their own lives. They were gallant

men with hearts of gold. I hope you read this wonderful story. I believe you will feel as though

you are right there with them.Jeannie Walker Award Winning Author - "Fighting the Devil" - A

True Story of Consuming Passion, Deadly Poison, and Murder”

Mark H, “One of the best..... Robert Dorr has a writing style that completely engages the

reader from start to finish, this book and his other work entitled 'Mission To Berlin' are very well

written and hard to put down (especially the latter) - You are made to feel like you are on the

mission along for the ride with the crew. I would highly recommend this book to anyone wanting



an insight into B29 operations in the Pacific.”

The book by Robert F. Dorr has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 133 people have provided feedback.
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